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By Rutam Vora
AHMEDABAD (Commodity Online): Festive season in the Indian sub-continent seems to have
set the ball rolling for bullion demand as large number of retail participation is seen for the bullion
metals during this period despite prices continue ruling high.
With Diwali, a major festival in India being just days away, jewellers and bullion traders in the
country are eyeing for robust sales this year. Apparently, the sky rocketing prices of the bullion
metal had somewhat curtailed the physical gold demand.
Gold crossed Rs.20,000 per 10 grams in the Indian markets earlier this month. This put a dent in
the demand, causing prices to cool down marginally. On the Multi Commodity Exchange (MCX),
gold prices hovered at Rs.19,545 per 10 grams on Thursday.

expect the same trend to continue for some time. However, price volatility is high but the volumes
in the market seem low. Thi
Prithviraj Kothari, Managing Director, RiddiSiddhi Bullions Ltd (RSBL) one of the top bullion
traders in India.
According to Kothari, the buoyancy in the market will remain even at the higher prices, as
good this year, and economic factors being strong, I believe gold demand will continue robust in

According to him, the ETF products are showing a 100% growth as it gives convenience to the
gold ETFs is rising among urban investor class and we have been seeing more than 100%

However, there is a different opinion on the retail participation for gold purchases. According to
Anil Mishra, Managing Director of National Multi Commodity Exchange (NMCE) the retail
participation is lower in the present case of higher gold prices.

invest; hence we believe that in the absence of the sufficient demand from retail investors, prices
s
NMCE has a retail gold investment product of gold guinea (8 gram gold coin). The exchange has
-40 crore in gold
guinea, which is almost
But, looking at the festive gusto among the consumers, and more than one festivals lined up one

after another in a span of two months, it seems that the demand will continue to stay higher
despite peaking up prices. India is believed to consume about 30-35% of its total gold
consumption during the festive seasons.
According to Hindu-belief, Dussera, Dhanteras, Diwali are some of the most auspicious days for
new purchases. Next comes the Christmas and the New Year, hence the festive mood will
continue to push consumers to buy the yellow metal, irrespective of the price variations.

